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Low-RAM on small MCUs 

 

~2000 GE on 180 nm ASIC 

 

Reasonable speed 

 

Simple and elegant design 

 

=> How secure is it? 





 

64-bit block 

 

64-bit key -> 12 rounds 

 

80-bit key -> 16 rounds 

 

96-bit key -> 20 rounds 

 



Interaction between: 

  

 Nibble-oriented S-box 

 

 Byte-oriented MixColumn  



Observation 1 
 

X \in {1,2,…,7} [ i.e. nibble with null MSB ] 

 

MixColumn( m ) ⊕ MixColumn( m ⊕ 0000000X ) 

 

= 0Y0Y0Y0Y 

 

Where Y is a wildcard for nibbles \in {1,2,…,F} 



Observation 2 
 

X wildcard for nibbles \in {1,2,…,7} 

 

MixColumn( m ) ⊕ MixColumn( m ⊕ 0X0X0X0X ) 

 

= 0Y0Y0Y0Y 

 

Where Y is a wildcard for nibbles \in {0,1,…,F} 

 



Observation 3 
 

X wildcard for nibbles \in {8,9,…,F} 

 

MixColumn( m ) ⊕ MixColumn( m ⊕ 0X0X0X0X ) 

 

= 0Y0Y0Y0Y 

 

Where Y is a wildcard for nibbles \in {0,1,…,F} 

 



Observation 4 
 

X \in {1,2,…,F} 

 

Prob[ Sbox( m ) ⊕  Sbox( m ⊕ X ) ] \in {1,2,..,8}  
 

= 7/15 ~ 2^-1.1  

 

If X \in {B,E}, Prob = 3/4 
 



S S S S S S S S 

MixColumn 

Key idea 
 
Ensure that differences entering MixColumn are all 
either in {0,1,..,7} or in {8,9,…,F}, so that its output 
only has differences in lower nibbles 



Black squares = actives nibbles 



Distinguisher on 6 rounds in ~2^28 



Distinguisher on 6 rounds in ~2^28 
Transform to key-recovery on 7 rounds 



Transform to key-recovery on 7 rounds 
Message modification => 2^23 for an extra pair 



Message modification => 2^23 for an extra pair 
Find 6 pairs in <2^29, enough to find 32b subkey 



Find 6 pairs in <2^29, enough to find 32b subkey 
Repeat for the other 32b half  



7 round distinguisher? 33.90 > 32… 
Filter by checking ability to message-modify a pair 



7 round distinguisher? 33.90 > 32… 
Filter by checking ability to message-modify a pair 



7 round distinguisher? 33.90 > 32… 
If trail followed, an extra pair costs ~2^28 



A good pair can be identified in ~2^34 encryptions 
Find 32b half subkey that gives inactive higher nibbles 



Repeat for the other half of the last subkey 
=> Recover the full 64b key in <2^35 encryptions 



8-round key recovery 
 

<2^35 for 64b key (12 rounds in total) 

 

<2^51 for 80b key (16 rounds in total) 

 

<2^67 for 96b key (20 rounds in total) 

 

 
 



$ ./attack 8 

test vector ok 

soundness ok 

Pair found in 2^28.21: fb5248c1a424ca3e 

Pair found in 2^26.43: 00b848c1a424882f 

Pair found in 2^28.54: 180b48c1a4245a09 

Pair found in 2^26.78: 1ee948c1a4246b1d 

Pair found in 2^25.81: 226848c1a424362e 

Pair found in 2^27.56: 2e3548c1a424f161 

Subkey lower nibbles recovered: 

d42c 

d515 

Actual subkey lower nibbles: 

d42c d515 

1344 seconds elapsed 



Extend to 9 rounds? 
(work in progress with Y. Sasaki) 



Prepend a round here 



Guess 16 subkey bits of first subkey 
Success  good post-SubNibbles difference 



Correct guess + correct pair => 1st round passed 
Use structure to reduce data cplexity 



After 1st round, same attack as on 8 rounds, without 
message modification (filtering still possible) 
To be verified… 



8-round attacks claimed at INSCRYPT 2011 
 Similar first-round trick 
 Unverified probabilities 



TODO 

• Analyze/implement 9-round attack 

• What about hashing modes (DM etc.)? 

• 10+ rounds can probably be attacked in <2^64 




